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Phonon-mediated transresistivity in a double-layer composite Fermion system
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~Received 6 December 1999!

We consider the frictional drag in a double-layer system of two-dimensional electrons in the half-filled
lowest Landau level. At sufficiently large interlayer separations the drag is dominated by the exchange of
acoustic phonons and exhibits a variety of dependencies on temperature and distance between the layers. In all
of the regimes, the phonon-mediated drag is found to be strongly enhanced compared to that in zero magnetic
field.
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In recent years, the problem of two-dimensional electro
in a double quantum well has attracted a lot of both exp
mental and theoretical attention. Apart from other interest
properties, this system offers a new opportunity for study
electron correlations by virtue of the phenomenon of the f
tional drag. The latter manifests itself in a finite transres
tivity defined as a voltage induced in an open circuit~pas-
sive! layer while a current is flowing through the oth
~active! one ~see Ref. 1 and references therein!.

In the absence of electron tunneling, the transresisti
which takes its origin in momentum transfer from the act
to the passive layer can only result from the interlayer C
lomb coupling. Hence, being of the interaction origin, t
transresistivity provides a sensitive probe for such import
characteristics of the two-dimensional electron gas as
electron polarization operator and the dynamically scree
interlayer coupling.

Detailed experimental studies of the frictional drag
semiconductor heterostructures revealed features assoc
with interlayer plasmons.2 However, it was predicted tha
despite its dominance at small interlayer distancesd, the drag
caused by the direct Coulomb coupling decays rapidly w
d.1 Since the experimentally measured drag showed a we
distance dependence at larged, it was suggested that som
other mechanism of momentum transfer ought to be at w

As such, exchange of acoustic phonons was propose
the most likely alternative.2–4 The previous work was mainly
concerned with the behavior at temperatures comparab
or higher than the Bloch-Gruneisen temperatureTBG
52ukF , defined in terms of the Fermi momentumkF and
the speed of soundu, where the deformation potentia
electron-phonon coupling is known to become much m
important than the piezoelectric one. At temperatures sma
thanTBG their relative strength reverts though.

According to the general argument,1 the low-temperature
transresistivity is controlled by the phase-space volu
available for thermally excited bosonic modes of an app
priate kind emitted by the electrons in either of the layers a
absorbed in the other one. Thus, by measuring the expo
n in the algebraic low-temperature dependencer12;Tn one
can identify a mechanism responsible for the drag. Nam
the Coulomb drag yieldsn52 while the phonon-mediate
drag is predicted to give rise to substantially highern
values.4
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Since at high enough temperatures the frictional drag
any origin is expected to undergo a crossover to a unive
linear T dependence,1 an observation of a maximum o
r12(T)/T2 at a temperature of orderTBG provides an evi-
dence in favor of the phonon mechanism.2

Recent drag measurements carried out in the quan
Hall regime5 revealed features which are believed to be
sociated with a formation of compressible metal-like electr
states at half-filling as well as other even-denominator filli
fractionsn;1/2p at the lowest Landau level. In the frame
work of the theory by Halperin, Lee, and Read6 these states
are described in terms of spinless fermionic quasipartic
dubbed composite fermions~CF’s!. In the mean field picture
of the most studiedn51/2 quantum Hall state, the CF’
experience zero effective field and occupy all the states
side some ostensible Fermi surface of the sizekF

5(4pne)
1/2 given in terms of the electron densityne .

Amongst other differences from the case of ordinary el
trons in zero field, the compressible CF states were predi
to feature a peculiar Coulomb drag behaviorr12;T4/3 char-
acteristic of an anomalously slow relaxation of overdamp
density fluctuations.7,8

Further work in this direction focused on the experime
tally observed tendency ofr12(T) to saturate at lowT or
even increase upon decreasing the driving current,5 the fea-
tures that were attributed to a possible interlayer CF pair
which might result in the formation of an incompressib
~intrinsically double-layer! gapful electron state.9

However, on the general grounds, one expects that ne
the direct Coulomb coupling nor the proposed pairi
mechanism would still be relevant at large enough interla
separations. Motivated by this expectation, in the present
per we consider the phonon-mediated drag in a widely se
rated double-layer CF system where the conventio
second-order perturbative calculation is well justified.1

Under such conditions, the residual frictional drag pr
vides an independent probe into coupling between CF’s
acoustic phonons which complements the earlier insig
gained from the experimental data on phonon-limit
mobility,10 phonon drag contribution to thermopower,11 and
electron-energy-loss rate via phonon emission12 at n51/2.

We start out by restricting our low-temperature analysis
the case of a purely piezoelectric phonon coupling descri
by the standard vertex
7227 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Ml~Q!5eh14~Al/2rulQ!1/2,
~1!

Al5
9qz

2q4

2Q6 , Atr5
8qz

4q21q6

4Q6 ,

whereQ5(q,qz) is the three-dimensional~3D! phonon mo-
mentum,r is the bulk density of GaAs,ul is the speed of
sound with polarizationl5 l ,tr , andh14 is the nonzero com-
ponent of the piezoelectric tensor which relates the lo
electrostatic potential to the lattice displacement.

In the presence of both intralayer@V11(q)52pe2/e0q#
and interlayer@V12(q)5V11(q)e2qd# Coulomb potentials
(e0'12.9), the bare CF-phonon vertex~1! undergoes full
dynamical screening13 which is routinely described in term
of the intralayer CF densityP00(v,q) and currentP'(v,q)
response functions.6

Notably, when computing physical observables one fin
that the above response functions always appear in a par
lar combination which can be readily recognized as the i
ducible electron density response function

x~v,q!5
P00

12~4p!2P00P'

5
q2

q2~dne /dm!212~4p!2ivs~q!
. ~2!

This form of the density response function characteristic
the compressible CF states is given in terms of the CF c
pressibility dne /dm and the momentum-dependent condu
tivity s(q)5 1

2 kFmin(l,2/q), wherel stands for the CF mea
free path.6 Throughout this paper we refer to the momentaq
larger ~smaller! than l 21 as the ballistic~diffusive! regime,
respectively.

The dynamically screened CF-phonon coupling and
direct interlayer Coulomb interaction can be combined
gether into a total effective interlayer coupling

W125
V121D12

@11x~V111D11!#
22x2~V121D12!

2 , ~3!

where the planar electron-phonon interaction funct
Di j (v,q) is computed with the use of the bulk phono
propagatorDl(v,Q)52ulQ/(v1

2 2ul
2Q2) which depends

on the three-dimensional momentumQ5(q,qz) and ac-
counts for a finite phonon mean free pathl ph contained in
v15v1 i (u/2l ph)sgnv.

For v close toulq the relevant values ofqz turn out to be
small. Therefore one can only keep the contribution of
transverse phonons (Al!Atr'1/4) with the velocityu'3
3105 cm/s which forqw&1 results in the expression

Di j ~v,q!5(
l
E dqz

2p
Fi~qz!F j~qz!uMl~Q!u2Di j ~v,Q!

'2
~eh14!

2

8u2rAq22~v1 /u!2

3@d i j 1~12d i j !e
2dAq22(v1 /u)2

#, ~4!
l
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u-
-
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-
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e

where the form factorFi(qz)5*dzuc i(z)u2eiqzz is deter-
mined by the wave function of the lowest occupied tran
verse electron subbandc(z);ze2z/w.

A direct calculation of the transresistivity in the~lowest
nontrivial! second order in the effective interlayer couplin
~3! shows that it can be cast in the standard form1

r125
1

8p2

h

e2

1

Tne
2E dq

~2p!2E0

`

dv

3S qImx~v,q!

sinh~v/2T! D
2

uW12~v,q!u2 ~5!

provided that one uses the response functionx(v,q) given
by Eq. ~2!. The upper limit in the momentum integral is s
by either the maximum span of the CF Fermi surface 2kF or
by the inverse width of the quantum wellw21, which might
be both equally restrictive (2kFw;1) for the experimentally
relevant parameter values.

Hereafter, in order to facilitate a direct comparison w
the calculation ofr12(T) in the zero field, we will refer to the
expression e(v,q)5(dne /dm)(x211V11)511(dne /dm)
3$V11(q)1@ ivs(q)/q2#% as the effective dielectric func-
tion of a single-layer CF system.

The relative strength of the PE phonon coupling is co
trolled by a small parameterh5h14

2 e0/16pu2r;1023.
Therefore it proves convenient to divide theq integral onto
the momenta smaller and greater thand21. In the former, the
parameterh allows one to neglectDi j in Eq. ~5! altogether
and, in this way, recover the pure Coulomb drag. In t
range of momenta, the integral over frequencies receive
main contribution fromv; iq2(V112V12)/s(q) correspond-
ing to the overdamped density mode. The latter is a str
field counterpart of the ordinary acoustic plasmon which,
shown below, gives rise to an even stronger enhanceme
the drag than in the case of zero field.1

Depending on the values of two-dimensionless parame
j5kFd and s5kFl , the contribution of the momentaq
&d21 exhibits a number of crossovers. Provided that boths
and j are sufficiently large, Eq.~5! yields a variety of re-
gimes characterized by different dependences on the dim
sionless temperaturet5T/D measured in units of the aver
age Coulomb energyD5kFe2/e0;100 K:

r12
C ~T!}H ~ts/j!2ln~ts3/j!, t,j/s3

~t/j!4/3, j/s3,t,1/j2

t/j2, 1/j2,t

or ~6!

H ~ts/j!2ln~t/sj!, t,1/sj

ts/j3, 1/sj,t

for l .d and l ,d, respectively.
In the case of a long CF mean free path, the asymptot

low-T regimes r12
C ;T4/3 and T2ln T were previously ob-

tained under the assumptions of the ballistic and diffusive
dynamics, respectively.8 As we see now, upon increasing th
interlayer separation beyond the CF mean free path
former regime becomes completely unattainable.
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It is worthwhile mentioning that neither Eq.~6!, nor its
zero-field counterpartr12

C,0;t2j24 ~Ref. 1! depends on the
mass of charge carriers~or, for that matter, the density o
states!. Equation~6! shows that the only reason behind t
observed three orders of magnitude enhancement of the
at n51/2 andd'300 Å ~Ref. 5! with respect to its value a
zero field is that the Coulomb drag is normally measured
T!D.

As follows from Eq.~6!, when treated in the second-ord
perturbation theory the Coulomb drag atn51/2 can only
account for a temperature dependencer12(T);Tn with n
,2, except for a possible logarithmic enhancement.

Therefore, since the interlayer Coulomb correlations
cay withd, one might conclude that the Coulomb drag alo
could not explain a maximum inr12(T)/T2, should one be
observed at sufficiently large separations.

However, a recent experiment14 on the double-layern
51/2 system withd'5000 Å did reveal such a maximum
which, by analogy with the situation in zero field, calls for
alternate mechanism of the interlayer momentum trans
possibly phonon exchange.

To this end, we first focus on the case of a short phon
mean free pathl ph;10 mm inferred by the authors of Ref
14 from their earlier data on zero-field transresistivity15

Then the phonon contribution to Eq.~5! assumes the form

r12
ph'

1

16p3

h

e2

h2

Tne
2E

1/d

2kFs2~q!dq

q E
0

` v2dv

sinh2
v

2T

3
e22dA[q22(v1 /u)2]

ue~v,q!u4A@q22~v/u!2#21~q/ l ph!
2

. ~7!

By introducing the parameterd5ue0/2pe2'1022 we
present the results as follows:

r12
ph~T!}5

t4s2d22~11s2d2!22, dj21,t,ds21

t6d28, max~dj21,ds21!,t,d2

t2, max~dj21,ds21,d2!,t,d

td, d,t.
~8!

All of the above regimes can only be accessible if there e
sizeable intervals of the dimensionless temperaturet set by
the conditions j21!s21!d!1. With all the regimes
present, the exponentn in the power-law temperature depe
dence ofr12

ph(T) does not remain constant and increases aT
gets smaller.

Yet another variety of regimes occurs in the case of a lo
phonon mean free path. In this case one must keepDi j in the
denominator ofW12 in Eq. ~5! in order to arrive at a finite
result

r12
ph'

1

16p3

h

e2

h2

Tne
2E

1/d

2kFs2~q!dq

q E
0

` v2dv

sinh2
v

2T

3
e22dAq22(v/u)2

ue@v,q!~e~v,q!Aq22~v/u!222h#u2
. ~9!
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With Di j included, the integrand in the above express
develops a new weakly damped pole atv'uqA12h2 that
corresponds to a coupled electron-phonon mode in
double-layer system. After expanding the denominator n
the pole and carrying out the frequency integration over
vicinity, one obtains

r12
ph~T!}5

t4sd23~11s2d2!21, dj21,t,ds21

t5d26, max~dj21,ds21!,t,d2

t3d22, max~dj21,ds21,d2!,t,d

t, d,t.
~10!

Unlike the Coulomb drag~6! that originates from small mo
mentaq&d21, the integral~9 receives a negligible correc
tion from the region where the dielectric functione(v,q)
approaches zero.

According to Eq.~10!, the contribution of the coupled
electron-phonon mode remains nearly independent ofd as
long as the conditiondAq22(v/u)2'qdh&1 is satisfied
for all momenta less than 2kF , which impliesjh,1.

Moreover, since the coupled electron-phonon mode
only occur provided that the denominator in Eq.~9! is not
affected by the intrinsic phonon lifetime at allq*d21, the
additional conditions l ph@h22max„d,(kFd)21,ds21d21

…

have to be satisfied in order for Eq.~10! to hold.
A more detailed analysis shows that, similar to the situ

tion in zero field,4 Eqs.~7! and~9! receive their main contri-
butions from virtual phonons that are associated with the
part of D12(v,q) and cause a non-Lorenzian deacy of t
integrand in Eq.~9!. Apart from other effects, this gives ris
to a residuald dependence ofr12

ph in the limit l ph→`. The
latter is, however, different from either} ln(lph/d) or }exp
(2d/lph) dependences exhibited by Eq.~7! at d smaller or
greater thanl ph , respectively. It is for this reason that th
asymptotical estimates~8! and ~10! obtained for a short
~long! phonon mean free path do not merge smoothly
l ph;dh22.

In order to facilitate a comparison with the data from R
14 we carried out a numerical evaluation of the transresis
ity in the experimentally relevant range of parametersj
;1002102, s;10, andne51.531011 cm22. For the pho-
non mean free path that can hardly be affected by the p
ence of the magnetic field we use the valuel ph515 mm
extracted from the data taken at zero field.15 Notably, the
latter falls much too short of the threshold valued/h2

FIG. 1. Phonon-mediated transresistivity divided byT2 versus
temperature for different values ofs55,10,15, and 20~in increas-
ing order!.
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*104 mm, determining the onset of the regime of th
coupled electron-phonon mode.

The numerical results show that, in accordance with
~8!, the peak value of the plotr12

ph/T2 shifts towards lower
temperatures as the dimensionless CF conductivitys in-
creases whilej remains constant~Fig. 1!. Moreover, Fig. 2
reveals theT4 behavior of the low-temperature transresist
ity that should be contrasted against the best fitr12;T3.7 to
the experimental data taken between 0.4 and 1.2 K.14

As follows from Eq. ~8!, the range of temperatures
which theT4 behavior holds shortens~and eventually disap
pears! as s increases pastj. In either case, however, th
exponentn in the asymptotical power law is substantial
reduced compared to its values at zero field@n56 or 5 ~Ref.
4!#.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the above mention
downward shift of the position of the peak in Fig. 1 ca
easily outpower an extra factor ofA2 which appears in the
characteristic scaleTBG in the case of the spinless CF’
Interestingly enough, in Ref. 14 the peak’s position w
found to be roughly the same in both cases of electrons
CF’s of equal densities.

As for the absolute value of the transresistivity, we fi

FIG. 2. r12(T) and a fit proportional toT4 ~dashed line! at low
temperatures.
ns

ld,
.

s
nd

that in the CF caser12
ph contains an extra factor of 28 which

stems from the twice lower density of states and the prese
of the filling factorn in the CF dielectric function. The cor
responding enhancement of the drag by two-three order
magnitude compared to the case of zero field agrees with
data of Ref. 14 as well.

Finally, as a function of the interlayer spacing the calc
lated transresistivity approximately follows the sam
} log(lph/d) dependence as in the case of zero field~Fig. 3!.
However, the computed transresistivity turns out to be g
erally lower than the measured one. In the previously stud
case of zero field a similar discrepancy between the the
and experiment was pointed out in Ref. 15 where it w
attributed to a possible insufficiency of the random-pha
approximation used to obtain the screened electron-pho
vertex.

To summarize, in our analysis of the frictional drag in t
double-layer system of electrons in the half-filled Land
level we take into account the effective interlayer phono
mediated coupling in addition to the direct Coulomb intera
tion. In agreement with the recent experiment,14 we find that
the phonon drag appears to be strongly enhanced comp
to the case of ordinary electrons in zero field. Depending
several experimentally adjustable parameters, we obta
variety of regimes that are all starkly different from the
zero-field counterparts and reveal surprising features of
composite fermion ‘‘pseudo-Fermi-liquid.’’

FIG. 3. r12 as a function of interlayer spacingd.
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